Robic®
FOR CHAMPIONS AT EVERY LEVEL

TIMERS & STOPWATCHES
2017-2018
PRODUCT CATALOGUE
Track your progress in more ways than ever for Athletics, Fitness, Conditioning and Training.

- 180 Dual Memory Recall and a total reading capacity of 1000 times. Use memory without interrupting timing; memory is instant and complete.
- Memory recall can be in ascending or descending order—selected by the user exclusively from Robic.
- 1/100 second precision up to 60 minutes. Lap Counter to 999 readings.
- Fastest, Slowest and Average Lap time display recall, on demand.
- Single, Double or Triple Countdown Timer with 1/100 second precision up to 24 hours.
- Program up to 3 countdown timers to operate independently or simultaneously, they can loop or sequence through each time or stop at the end of the preset time.
- Time of Day, Alarm and Calendar; LED backlight for low light or no light use.
- Water-resistant design; Lithium CR-2032 battery. One year factory warranty.

Obtain precise Speed and Time results to Outperform the Competition.

- 180 Dual Memory recall capacity and a total reading capacity of 1000 times. Use the memory without interrupting timing; memory is instant and complete.
- Memory recall can be in ascending or descending order—selected by the user.
- Choose the current running Lap time or Split time in lower row of the display.
- Professional Speed Timer in MPH or KPH…works at any racetrack in the world.
- Displays Lap Number, Lap Speed, Lap Time and current Lap Running Time.
- Fastest, Slowest and Average Lap time display recall, on demand.
- 1/100 second up to 60 minutes; 24 hour range. Lap Counter to 999 readings.
- Time of Day, Alarm and Calendar; Amber LED backlight for low light use.
- Long life Lithium CR-2032 battery. One year factory warranty.
- Water-resistant design; Lanyard included.
- Calculates Strokes Per Minute for Pace and Cadence training

Never worry about the Water again!
Your Robic timer will work perfectly well in rain storms, down pours or up to 100 feet under water.
Advanced High Performance Timers

The most sophisticated, functionally advanced timers available.
These are powerful timers with extra-high memory recall.

SC-899 TRIPLE TIMER STOPWATCH, SPEED & COUNTDOWN

The new SC-800 Series from Robic.
World class timekeeping functions in a sleek and modern new form.

CHANGE

the way you Measure Performance…
Raise your game with the most versatile stopwatch ever.

Exclusively from Robic!
Triple Timer can be set to track 1, 2 or 3 competitors at once!

The Robic SC-899 Recalls up to 540 readings from Memory!

- More results in more ways than ever before…Single, Double or Triple…your choice
- 3 fully loaded timing functions: 180 Memory Stopwatch—180 Memory Speed Timer—Multiple Use Countdown Timer
- Set it up anyway you want! You can choose from:
  - 1, 2 or 3 competitors at once
  - Start the timers simultaneously or separately; it’s your option
  - On Demand 180 Memory Recall of up to 3 timers, up to 1000 readings
  - View the memory recall in ascending (1, 2, 3…) or descending (…3, 2, 1) order
  - 1/100 second precision up to 60 minutes. Lap Counter to 999 readings.
  - Use the memory while the timer is running, so you can immediately take another reading without changing modes. Fastest, Average and Slowest Lap speeds and times. Times events up to 24 hours.
  - Speed timer in mph/kph…can be used at any speedway in the world…input distance to within 1/1000 of a mile or kilometer.
  - Program up to three (3) countdown timers to operate independently or simultaneously, they can loop or sequence through each time or stop at the end of the preset time.
- On-demand EL backlight for low light or no light use; Water Resistant Design; One year Factory warranty; Lithium Battery CR-2032
- Time of day, alarm, calendar. Lanyard included.

$59 RETAIL

TOTAL MEMORY RECALL

All Robic Memory Stopwatches let you review your previous readings without hesitation or interruption of timing the event. Total Memory Recall models are the Best Choice when you want access to earlier readings instantly, completely and at any time.

All Robic and Oslo stopwatches include a lanyard and adjustable keeper.

Built the Best and backed the Best!
The Robic SC-539 offers superior quality and features not found on any other entry level stopwatch: Built to last longer than any stopwatch at this price!

- Engage the stopwatch with a Pull Tab to prolong battery life and extend your enjoyment.
- When that time comes, a Battery Hatch makes battery replacement a breeze.…
- True 3ATM Water Resistant Construction-use it with confidence in any weather.
- Jumbo sized LCD display with very large Digits make results easy to read.
- Oversized pushbuttons with professional quality snap action for accuracy.
- Single Event Stopwatch for Start-Stop-Reset operation perfect for Volunteers use.
- Take Unlimited Multiple Split Times to record as many splits as you need.
- 1/100 second resolution; 24-hour timing range; 2 Memory recall of finish times.
- Time of Day, Daily Alarm, Hourly Chime, Calendar and LR44 Battery, One year Warranty.

Simple operation for Volunteers;
Unmatched quality for Coaches, Trainers and Professionals

A great watch for Referee's and Officials seeking good quality and value at an affordable price.

Ideal for Soccer, Lacrosse, Football and all timed sports and activities.

- Special Soccer Timer
- Dual Function Game Timer: Countdown timer and Count up timer can operate simultaneously.
- Dual Timing Display keeps track of Game time on one row and Stoppage (or “Add-on”) time on the other row.
- Game Timer counts down with 1/100 second resolution.
- 10 hour Dual Split Chronograph with 1/100 second resolution
- Ten (10) Dual Split Memory recall stopwatch
- Time of Day, Alarm, Calendar, CR-2032 Lithium Battery, One Year Factory Warranty.
Advanced High Performance Timers

The most sophisticated, functionally advanced timers available. These are powerful timers with extra-high memory recall.

### SC-717
100 DUAL MEMORY STOPWATCH

- **$34 RETAIL**
- **TOTAL MEMORY RECALL**
- Powerful, High-Capacity Memory Recall Stopwatches offering Coaching tools for all Sports and Fitness at a great Value!

#### Superior Quality and Advanced Timing Functions offered at an outstanding Value.
- 100 and 500 Dual Memory Recall, on demand. You can recall previous readings without interrupting your current timing.
- Three (3) line display presents Lap, Split and Accumulated running time. 1/100 second resolution to 10 hours with a lap Counter capacity of 1000 readings.
- Fastest, Slowest and Average Lap Time display, on demand…Data log show time and date of readings.
- Dual Interval Repetitive Training Timer with Loop/Rep Counter - for fitness and training programs.
- Countdown Timer shows time remaining in any event; set from 1 second to 10 hours.
- Electronic Tally Counter keeps track of all Counting needs up to 9999.
- Pacer, Time of Day, Alarm, Calendar, Battery Type CR-2032 Lithium

### SC-757
500 DUAL MEMORY STOPWATCH

- **$39 RETAIL**
- Professional Quality Precision Snap Action Pushbuttons

### SC-591
PRO REFEREE & OFFICIALS WATCH

- **$32 RETAIL**
- New
- The perfect Referee’s and Officials Wrist Watch! Use this sleek, high quality wrist watch for every game, inside or outside, day or night
  - Accurate and Reliable Game Timing for Every Sport on your Wrist!
  - Designed and Engineered to provide easy to use Game Timing so you can keep your eyes on the action.
  - Dual Independent Game Timers; one Counts down from full minutes while the other counts up in 1/100 second.
  - Use the Countdown for the game time, easy to set in full minutes.
  - The Countup timer can be used for add on time in Soccer, Play timer in Football, shot clock in Lacrosse or Basketball.
  - Jet Black design; Water Resistant…works in all weather conditions.
  - EL Backlight for low light or Night time viewing.
  - 50 memory Recall Stopwatch with 1/100 second resolution
  - Time of Day, Alarm, Calendar, CR-2032 Lithium Battery; Factory Warranty.

### SC-707
500 DUAL MEMORY STOPWATCH

- **$34 RETAIL**
- Actual Size
- New

### SC-717
100 DUAL MEMORY STOPWATCH

- **$34 RETAIL**
- Actual Size
- New

### Contact Information
- 800-336-6756
- Fax: 203-264-0543
- www.RobicTimers.com
- sales@RobicTimers.com
**Dedicated Use Timers**

The ultimate in ease of operation: each model operates only as a stopwatch. You can keep your eye on the action and not worry about timekeeping errors.

---

**SC-513**
**REPEITIVE INTERVAL TRAINING TIMER**

- Perfect for all types of Interval Training
  - This advanced yet easy to use product provides 2 separate countdown timers which can be set to repeat the sequence and count the number of intervals completed.
  - Perfect for Drills, Tabata, Cross-Fitness; use it anywhere for any training program.
  - Single or double countdown or interval timers can be repeated up to 999 times.
  - Counts and displays number of reps on the field, court or weight room.
  - Operates Silently or with Audible Beep
  - Lock Function and Sleep Mode.
  - Break-away Safety Lanyard helps prevent accidents, promotes safe use.
  - Comes with LR44 battery ready to use.

---

**SC-500E**
**SILENT/AUDIBLE SINGLE EVENT STOPWATCH**

- **Start • Stop • Reset**
- The easiest to use stopwatch ever made! Silent or with audible beep signal.
  - One-step timing for all events
  - Start /stop/reset operation
  - 1/100 second resolution to 10 hours
  - Audible beep confirmation or silent operation
  - Water Resistant to 30 meters
  - Break-Away Safety Lanyard helps prevent accidents, promotes safe use
  - Ideal for finish line volunteers or lane monitor timing
  - One year factory warranty; Lithium battery CR-2032

---

**SC-606W**
**50 MEMORY CHRONO & COUNTDOWN**

- Record up to 1000 finish times with memory recall of the previous 50!
  - Multi-mode stopwatch — lap, split, or dual split timing modes
  - 50 memory recall of previous readings in ascending or descending order
  - 1/100 second resolution up to 24 hours
  - Automatically counts up to 1000 readings
  - Multi-mode countdown timer — stop, repeat or count-up modes
  - Preset time values from one second to 24 hours with 1/10 second resolution
  - Water Resistant to 30 meters
  - Break-Away Safety Lanyard helps prevent accidents, promotes safe use
  - One year factory warranty; Lithium battery CR-2032

---

**Tip**

For greatest accuracy — Hold the timer so your thumb Starts and Stops the stopwatch while using your index finger to take Lap and Split times.

---

**Great Retail Packaging!**
SC-505W
TWELVE MEMORY CHRONO

Event • Lap • Split with Lap Counter

Our Most Popular Stopwatch Ever—Now TWICE as powerful as before — 12 memory recall and records 199 readings!

• Lap, split or event timing
• 1/100 second precision to 24 hours
• Twelve (12) memory recall
• Auto-lap counter to 199
• Auto lap/split release
• 1st – 12th place times
• Water Resistant to 30 meters
• Break-Away Safety Lanyard helps prevent accidents, promotes safe use
• One year factory warranty; Lithium battery CR-2032

Dedicated Use Timers
The ultimate in ease of operation: each model operates only as a stopwatch. You can keep your eye on the action and not worry about timekeeping errors.

Select Robic SC-505W Six Color Prepack #67939 or specify individual colors as needed.

TOTAL MEMORY RECALL

$25 Each RETAIL

$149 RETAIL
for 6 pack

START

SINGLE EVENT TIME
means that you measure only the total time from start to finish for an activity.

START
FINISH

SPLIT TIMES
are the accumulation of time from the start.

START
FINISH

800-336-6756
Fax: 203-264-0543
www.RobicTimers.com
sales@RobicTimers.com
Count Down Timers

Versatile and easy to use, these timers can be used indoors or out to check on how much time remains in any event or activity.

**SC-512**
HANDHELD COUNTDOWN TIMER

- **$13** RETAIL
- Shows time remaining for any event or activity;
- Counts down from 1 second or 10,000 minutes. Assign each person their own color!
- Counts down in seconds (up to 99 min. & 59 sec.) or in minutes (up to 9999 minutes)
- Pre-alert beep tones
- Stop & restart for time-outs
- Lock function protects the current setting
- Break-Away Safety Lanyard helps prevent accidents, promotes safe use
- One year warranty; LR44 battery

**SC-522**
COUNT-UP & COUNTDOWN TIMER

- **$15** RETAIL
- Perfect for all Field & Court Sports. Shows Time Remaining and Elapsed Time. Track two events or activities at the same time…up to 10,000 minutes!
- Use one timer to count down to zero, the other to count up from zero
- Select time in seconds (up to 99 min. & 59 sec.) or in minutes (up to 9999 minutes)
- Pre-alert beep tones
- Automatically resets to preset time at completion
- Stop & restart for time-outs
- Lock function protects the current setting which is entered
- Break-Away Safety Lanyard helps prevent accidents, promotes safe use
- One year warranty; LR44 battery

**SC-502T**
SILENT & AUDIBLE COUNTDOWN TIMER

- **$17** RETAIL
- The easiest to use countdown timer ever made! Silent or audible beep signal.
- Counts down in seconds (up to 99 minutes 59 seconds).
- Can be used silently or with audible beep confirmation.
- One touch reset to preset time.
- Start & restart for time-outs.
- Lock function protects the current reading which is entered.
- Break-away Safety Lanyard helps prevent accidents, promotes safe use.
- Extra large display.
- One year warranty; LR44 battery

**GROUP COLORS**

Blue | Red | Yellow | Orange | Green | Purple
Specify Six Color Prepack #68939

Great Retail Packaging!

A COUNTDOWN TIMER shows the time remaining in a period, similar to a scoreboard or a shot clock in a basketball game.
Four Timing Options: Event, Lap, Split and Countdown — 1/100 second precision up to 10 hours. 20 times more powerful than other brands!

- Event, Lap or Split Timing
- 1/100 second precision to 10 hours
- Two finish time memory recall
- An unlimited number of time readings can be taken
- Countdown timer shows time remaining; counts up at completion
- Audible alarm at completion of countdown
- Countdown timer range from 1 second to 10 hours
- Extra large display, replaceable LR44 battery
- One year factory warranty

A Professional Grade stopwatch providing multiple Timing options and powerful Memory recall capabilities so you can analyze results in several ways.

- 60 Dual Split Memory Recall
- 1/100 second Resolution to 10 hours
- User Selectable Lap or Cum Split Timing on the top row
- Lap Counter to 199 readings
- Memory recall up or down-accessible during stopwatch operation
- Temperature Display in Fahrenheit or Celsius
- Countdown Timer with 1/100 second resolution
- Preset times up to 10 hours for Countdown
- Time of Day, Alarm, Calendar,
- Water resistant to 30 meters; Backlight
- Lithium Battery CR 2032: One year Factory Warranty

DUAL MEMORY RECALL refers to the ability of a stopwatch to retrieve both lap and split (dual split) readings for recall.
Casual Use Stopwatches
Fundamental timing, suitable for most sports, recreational and general use activities

RECREATIONAL AND GENERAL USE

M-427
ALL PURPOSE STOPWATCH

Who says all low cost stopwatches are the same? Digits are 2 times larger, oversized digits are easiest to read, huge pushbuttons and unmatched comfort in your hand make this the best choice.

- Times single events
- Unlimited split times
- 1/100 second resolution to 30 minutes
- 1st & 2nd place finish times
- Time-out (pause) timing
- Times up to 24 hours
- Large digital display and oversized pushbuttons
- Time, calendar, alarm
- One year warranty; alkaline battery LR44

Fits comfortably in any size hand. Oversized pushbuttons and a large display make it easy to use.

Select Oslo 427 Six Color Prepack #67969 or specify individual colors as needed.

Oslo by Robic
The solution for those people seeking a Round Stopwatch providing the quality and performance from Robic, the world's best stopwatch company.

In 30 years, over 7,000,000 people have selected Robic as the stopwatch they trust to look after all their timing needs.
**OSLO® Multiple Function Stopwatches**

Three Stopwatch timing options: Single Event, Lap Times and Accumulated Splits with the convenience of an Ultra Precise 1/100 second Countdown Timer

---

**1000W**

**DUAL STOPWATCH & COUNTDOWN TIMER**

The best choice in the category — a full 10 hour stopwatch and countdown timer precise to 1/100 second. Assign each person their own color. 20 times more powerful than other brands.

- Event, Lap or Split timing
- 1/100 second precision to 10 hours
- Two finish time memory recall
- Unlimited number of timer readings can be taken
- Countdown timer shows time remaining; counts up after completion
- Audible alarm at completion of countdown
- Countdown range 10 hours with 1/100 second resolution
- Splash resistant; extra large display
- One year warranty; LR44 battery

---

**OSLO® by Robic®**

The solution for those people seeking a Round Stopwatch providing the quality and performance from Robic, the world’s best stopwatch company.

---

Great Retail Packaging!

---

800-336-6756
Fax: 203-264-0543
www.RobicTimers.com
sales@RobicTimers.com
Game & Event Management

These unique products track the time remaining in a Soccer match or make certain that Lightning is not going to threaten the participants and spectators at an event. Keep everyone safe and sound with Robic.

**SC-636W**
HEAT STRESS & COMFORT INDEX STOPWATCH

How warm is it? How warm (or cool) does it feel? The SC-636W removes the guessing and replaces it with accurate and responsive Heat Index readings, quickly and easily available at a glance.

- The SC-636W combines a professional level stopwatch with Temperature, Humidity, Heat Index and Dew Point readings
- Visual bar graph continually displays Heat and Comfort Level Indexes with a quick glance
- Accurately measures and displays Heat, Humidity, Heat Index and Dew Point readings in Fahrenheit and Celsius
- Two separate 30 Dual Memory Stopwatch modes, Lap or Dual Split Timing options with Lap Counter to 99 readings
- 1/100 second resolution stopwatch up to 10 hours
- Fastest, Average and Slowest Lap time memory recall
- Full function Countdown Timer from 1 second to 10 hours; Ultra-precise to 1/100 second resolution
- Time of Day, Daily Alarm and Calendar
- Water resistant
- One year warranty, Extra life replaceable battery

**StrikeAlert**
PERSONAL LIGHTNING DETECTOR

Provides early warning of lightning strikes as far away as 40 miles...take it wherever you go.

- An audible alarm sounds and a corresponding LED light illuminates accordingly, as lightning strikes at distances of within 6 miles, 6-12 miles, 12-24 miles and 24-40 miles
- Indicates if lightning strikes are approaching or moving away
- Small and impact resistant, clips to your belt, backpack or golf bag
- Low power consumption, up to 100 hours with two AAA batteries
- Easy to use, simply flip a switch to check lightning strike distance, track storm direction or view battery life

**StrikeAlert HD**
PERSONAL LIGHTNING DETECTOR

Presenting the next generation of personal lightning detection... exclusive 360 detection in all directions.

- The first personal lightning detector with a graphical display that shows you the lightning strike distance (from 0-40 miles away) as well as a 1-hour storm trend and intensity.
- Visually see the lightning strike distance and the 1-hour storm trend.
- 360 Lightning Detection: Unlike other lightning detectors, StrikeAlert HD tracks lightning in ALL directions – there are no blind spots.
- An audible and/or vibrate warning alerts you before (and while) lightning is within striking distance.
- LED indicators light accordingly at lightning distances of 24-40 miles, 12-24 miles, 6-12 miles and within 6 miles.
- Low Power consumption: Up to 80 hours of operation with two AA batteries (included).
Pedometers and Step Counters

Track the progress of your walking, running or fitness program! Analyze your performance in several ways with accuracy, reliability and ease of use.

**M309**
**DAILY & TOTAL STEP COUNTER**

- Easiest to use pedometer ever! Counts up to 10,000,000 steps!
- This rugged step counter accurately keeps track of your daily and accumulated totals.
  - Automatically powers ON/OFF to conserve battery
  - Long life CR-2032 lithium battery; one year warranty

**M339**
**3D MOTION SENSOR 7 DAY MEMORY ACTIVITY DIARY**

- Takes the Worry out of using Pedometers—Wear it anywhere—in your pocket, purse or backpack.
- Accurate Tri-Axis Motion Sensor—100% Solid State—No moving parts
  - Accurately Counts Steps taken up to 100,000;
  - Measures Distance Traveled up to 999.99 Miles or KM;
  - 7-Day Memory Recall of Steps, Distance and Calories;
  - Estimates Calorie Consumption up to 10,000 calories;
  - Automatically times time spent walking up to 24 hours;
  - 10 Step accuracy Filter; Daily Step Target Goal can be set;
  - Replaceable CR-2025 Lithium Battery; Factory Warranty, Time of Day Display, Lanyard Included

**M349**
**56 DAY MEMORY PERSONAL ACTIVITY TRACKER**

- The world’s most powerful memory tracker! Motivate yourself - Watch your daily progress over 8 Weeks.
- Measures steps, distance traveled, calorie consumption and actual physical activity time.
  - Provides results in Metric or Linear measurements.
  - Accuracy sensor, large easy to read display.
  - Automatically resets at Midnight for each new day.
  - Sleep mode saves battery life when not in use.
  - Lithium battery CR-2032 included; Strong, spring loaded alligator clip.

**NEW**

**TOTAL MEMORY RECALL**

- Total steps, distance traveled, calorie consumption and actual physical activity time.
- Provides results in Metric or Linear measurements.
- Accuracy sensor, large easy to read display.
- Automatically resets at Midnight for each new day.
- Sleep mode saves battery life when not in use.
- Lithium battery CR-2032 included; Strong, spring loaded alligator clip.

**RETAIL**

- $13
- $16
- $18
- $89
- $139

**GROUP COLORS**

- Orange
- Yellow
- Green
- Red
- Blue
- Purple

Specify Robic M339 6 pack #77409 or select individual colors as needed.

**12 pack Pedometer Carrying and Storage Case**

- $189
- $189

800-336-6756
Fax: 203-264-0543
www.RobicTimers.com
sales@RobicTimers.com
**M457**
**CLIPBOARD, STOPWATCH, & CALCULATOR**

For timing and calculation purposes.
- Full-function calculator with memory feature
- 1/100 second precision stopwatch
- Times single events and multiple splits
- Calculator and stopwatch can operate simultaneously
- Includes ruler and straight edge
- Battery included with solar power backup
- Measures: 9” x 14”
- One year warranty; LR1130 battery

**M367**
**DIGITAL TALLY COUNTER**

Counts up — How many are done? Or Counts down — How many are left? Digit size is 3 times larger than the old-fashioned mechanical type counter!
- Counts up or down from 99,999
- Large, easy to read digits
- Operates silently or with audible beep confirmation
- Preset a value, select down and view how many remain
- Lock function protects the current reading which is entered
- Break-away Safety Lanyard helps prevent accidents, promotes safe use
- One year warranty; LR44 battery

**M357**
**TALLY COUNTER**

Easily tallies all counting needs. Count people in attendance, pitches at a ball game, number of laps completed, anything that needs counting.
- Counts up to 9999
- Strong die-cast construction
- Finger grip for comfort and ease of use
- Instant reset knob
- Chrome plated metal case
- Lifetime warranty

**M467**
**DUAL—DOUBLE PITCH & TALLY COUNTER**

Counts 2 of everything!
- Keeps Count of 2 Pitchers, events or activities on a single display.
- Counts balls, strikes and total pitches.
- Use it for game scores.
- Counts up or down.
- Displays Combined Total of both counters.
- Calculates difference between counter values.
- Large digits make it easy to read.
- Locks functions; Silent or Audible Beep Tone.
- Sleep mode to preserve battery life.
- Break-away safety lanyard, LR44 Battery included.

**M613**
**PERSONAL REPETITIVE FITNESS AND INTERVAL TRAINING TIMER**

Perfect for all types of Interval Training
This advanced yet easy to use product provides 2 separate countdown timers which can be set to repeat the sequence and count the number of intervals completed.
- Perfect for Drills, Tabata, Cross-Fitness; use it anywhere for any training program.
- Single or double countdown or interval timers can be repeated up to 999 times.
- Counts and displays number of reps on the field, court or weight room.
- Operates Silently or with Audible Beep
- Lock Function and Sleep Mode.
- Comes with AAA battery ready to use.
Game & Activity Timers

Versatile and easy to use, these timers can be used indoors or out to check on how much time remains in any event or activity.

M703
TWIN TIMERS

Exclusive! Flashing LED visually signals time counting down and completion!

Dual timers allow you to time two (2) activities at once. Operate each timer independently to Count up or down. Use One timer for Game time and the other for Time-outs.

- Use it for Soccer, Wrestling, Hockey, Lacrosse, Basketball, Field Hockey and all recreational activities
- Dual Timers with Count up & Countdown functions
- Hour — Minute — Second setting from 99 hours 59 minutes 59 seconds
- Three alarm options — silent, regular or extra loud.
- Jumbo LCD, big digit display
- Flashing LED indicators easily confirm countdown status — active (green) or stopped (red)
- Two AAA alkaline batteries included

M803
BIG GAME TIMER

Don’t put any strain on your eyes! The BIG GAME Timer is not just for big games! Use it anywhere for any timed event.

- Two separate timers can be used to track multiple events or activities
- Shows time remaining both as a time value and percentage of total time
- Easy to operate rotary setting switch sets countdown time
- Sits on a table top or can be hung on a wall
- Local time of day, calendar and second time zone
- Four daily alarms
- AAA battery included; one year warranty

M603
THREE MEMORY TIMER

Exclusive! Flashing LED visually signals time counting down and completion!

No more fumbling around wasting time trying to reset the countdown time…the M603 stores any three (3) times you need in memory for easy access.

- Use it for field, court, gymnasium, classroom, weight/training room
- Count up & countdown functions.
- Three individual countdown times can be preset and stored in memory
- Minute — second setting from 99 minutes 59 seconds
- Three alarm options — silent, regular or Extra Loud
- Jumbo LCD, big digit display. Digits are 50% larger than other table timers…time can be viewed from 30 feet away!
- Flashing LED Indicators easily confirm countdown status active (green) or stopped (red)
- Two AAA alkaline batteries included

M903
BRIGHT VIEW DISPLAY TIMER

“17 inches by 9 inches by 2 inches deep”

Lets everyone see how much time remains…High resolution LED display can be easily seen from far away.

Counts Up and Counts down for all to see!

- Ultra bright 6 inch LED display; easily seen from 100 feet away
- Countdown timer from 100 minutes
- Pause & time out timing; Select from Loud Completion Alarm or Silent Operation
- Three preset countdown times of 45, 30 & 12 minutes
- Count up timer from one second to 100 minutes
- Hangs on the wall or sits on a tabletop
- Wireless Remote Control Operation
- Operates on AC power; adapter included

800-336-6756
Fax: 203-264-0543
www.RobicTimers.com
sales@RobicTimers.com
“In 30 years, over 7,000,000 people have selected Robic as the stopwatch they trust to look after all their timing needs.”

We rely on respected, independent merchants who recommend products that they trust and are profitable to their businesses.

You can have complete confidence in your selection of Robic®, We are full-line specialists; expert in designing, manufacturing and delivering the world’s finest range of timing and performance measurement products.

The Leading Brand...delivering satisfied customers for over 30 years.

Exceptional Profits...our clean distribution promotes keystone margins.

Category Experts...we are specialists developing the worlds best products.

Outstanding Suppliers...low minimums, on time delivery, easy to manage.

Handheld Timers:
- Casual Use Stopwatches
- Dedicated Use Stopwatches
- 6 and 12 Pack Assortments
- Advanced, High Performance Timers
- Game & Activity Timers
- Oslo by Robic Silver Series

Pedometers:
- Dedicated Step Counters
- 3D Motion Sensor Pedometers
- Advanced Memory Pedometers

Sports Watches
- Pitch and Tally Counters
- Personal Lightning Detectors
- LED Display Timers

TIMERS & STOPWATCHES

Robic®
FOR CHAMPIONS AT EVERY LEVEL

Marshall-Browning International Corporation
301 Central Avenue # 203
Hilton Head Island, SC 29926 USA
Phone: 800-336-6756
Outside U.S.: 203-264-2702
Fax: 203-264-0543
E-mail: sales@RobicTimers.com
www.RobicTimers.com
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